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Abstract—  The problem in computing the obligation for 
lineages of connective queries is analyzed in this paper, the lineages 
of query class with inequalities are classified as IQ queries. First the 
path lineage was rolled up into lineage graphs then lineage graphs are 
transformed into matrices. After that the problem in computing the 
path lineages obligation are reduced into shortest path problem. It is 
cleared by dynamic programming algorithm in PTIME. It is farther 
proved that composite lineages can be decomposed into path 
lineages. After the collections of data are required for calculating the 
obligation reduces more than one order of magnitude. Thus, this 
algorithm can efficiently detect the obligation for composite lineages. 
To calculate this obligation for lineages, we brought in avaricious 
algorithm, which reduce the problem. Lastly, we exhibit the proposed 
algorithms benefits with the results. 

 
 Index Terms- Lineage, Obligation, Connective queries with 

inequalities 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he destination of this paper is to beginner a discourse on 
inequalities in databases. We give a minimal art resolution 

of query inequalities that even catches the key conceptions in 
the HP resolution: counterfactual vs. real case, the opinion of 
an eventuality set. We also exhibit its relative to origin, also 
reference to as lineage in this paper. Inequalities in databases 
intend to answer the coming query: granted a query around a 
database example and an especial end product of the inquiry, 
which tuple is illustrate induced that end product to the 
inquiry? A crucial donation of Halpern and Perl’s resolution of 
inequalities is its trust on geomorphic equalities, which extract 
the notion of interference: what chances to the final result if 
we modify the country of the simulation. As a beginning 
decimal target, we nominate to determine inequalities in 
databases by practicing an individual geomorphic equality: the 
lineage of that response to that inquiry. We initiative 
determine inequalities absent consulting to lineage, and then 
connect the two notions. This paper looks into the difficult of 
expeditiously calculating the assurances of decided tuples in 
the answer to connective queries with inequalities (<) on tuple 
autonomous probabilistic database. This difficult is underlying 
to probabilistic database and was recently stated open[7]. 
Giving a accurate and practicable resolution of literal causality 
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is notoriously difficult. Finally, there is also a heavy deal of 
work on which is referred with the right way of comprising 
causative relationships into a cognition basis so as to take 
activities. The focusing of our work is rather dissimilar; we are 
referred with taking out the literal causality relation from such 
a cognition basis, coupled with a particular script [1]. 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

 Causality: The authoritative counterfactual causality (if X 
had not passed, Y would not have occurred was nominated in 
recent work, Meliouetal. [4] Initiated a discourse on causality 
in database. They innovated the notion of causality of input 
tuples on the answer tuples of an inquiry. Conversationally, a 
remark tuple t is a cause for an inquiry answer if there lives a 
state of database in which the comportment/absence of t 
alterations the inquiry remark for the fresh state of database. 
By applying the resolution of literal cases by HP [1], 
Meliouetal. [5] Nominated operational causes as a 
complicated resolution of causality for excusing inquiry 
answers. The obligation [2] of an r tuple t for an inquiry 
answer associates to the number of components in the smallest 
contingence sets [3]. For calculation of obligation, Meliouetal 
[6] established that it is PTIME to execute obligation analysis 
for additive inquiries. In this paper, we innovate a PTIME 
algorithm to execute obligation analysis for IQ inquiry. The 
central technique is to abbreviate obligation analysis for way 
lineages into the lightest way difficult and break up complex 
lineages into way lineages for obligation analysis. After 
complex lineages are break up into way lineages, the data 
population decrements more than one arrange of magnitude. 
Thus the PTIME connective queries for calculating obligation 
admit both additive inquiry and IQ quires. Furthermore, we 
suggest a close together algorithm to calculate obligation for 
lineages in general. 

Missing Query Results:  Very recent work has focalized on 
the question “why no”, i.e. why is a sure tuple not in the 
answer set? In the case that no Interpolations or adjustments 
that would afford the escaping tuples. Alternatively, focalize 
on which use in the inquiry plan rejected a particular tuple, 
how the inquiry can be altered in arrange to admit escaping 
results in the answer. This access aims to answer motions such 
as why,why not,howto,and what if for circumstance cognisant 
coverings, but does not cover a database adjusting. Our work 
merges the above accesses in the feel that we example both, 
tuples or uses,as possible causes for escaping inquiry answers. 
Also, our approaching merges the difficult of excusing 
escaping inquiry answers (why is a tuple not in the query 
result) 
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With work on place of origin (why is a tuple in the query 
results. The possible worlds meaning, primitively world’s 
meaning to attribute degrees of feelings to statements 
established of the chances in the knowledge basis. Although 
there has equalled broad work on chances in AL, 
comparatively short work has equalled acted on chances 
databases. There are chances models reposed for databases, 
but each arrives at altering presumptions for becoming about 
the difficult of these works particularize on logical system 
scheduling in analytical databases. 

III.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 In this segment we carry on with what are all the 
difficulties are asked in late arrangement and how he manages 
this variety of difficult in our arrangement. 

The lineages of inquiry with inequality ways and of inquiry 
with inequality corners have dissimilar construction. 

We look into the difficult of expeditiously calculate 
obligation for lineages of connective queries with inequalities 
on database. 

We separate the lineage of assort of inquiry with 
inequalities called IQ queries, into way and complex lineages. 

We beginning accumulate way lineage into lineage graphs 
and translate lineages graph into ground substance. 

We abbreviate the difficult of calculating obligation for way 
lineages to the lightest way difficult, which behind be cleared 
by the dynamic scheduling algorithm in PTIME 

Complex lineages cannot be broke up into way lineages for 
calculating obligation. 

We cannot demo it is in PTIME to calculate obligation for 
lineages of IQ queries. 

We cannot popularize the former answers of obligation 
analysis for lineages of connective with equality at once in the 
comportment of inequalities. 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACHES 

We establish complex lineages can be broke up into way 
lineages for calculating obligation. Our initiative answers 
appearances it is PTIME to complex obligation for lineages of 
IQ queries. We popularize the answers of obligation analysis 
for lineages of connective with equality at once in the bearing 
of inequalities. Afterward breaking up complex lineages into 
way lineages, the information general wanted for calculating 
obligation reductions more than one arrange of magnitude. In 
arrange to complex obligation for lineages in general, we 
innovate an avaricious algorithm, comprising of a 
simplification to the adjust cover difficult. 

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 Complex lineages can be broke up into way lineages. 

 Analysis for lineages of connective with equivalence at 
deliver in the comportment of inequalities. 

    After breaking up complex lineages into way lineages, the 
data general wanted for calculating obligation reductions 
more than one arrange of magnitude. 

    Simplification of the adjust cover difficult. 

V.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture 
LIST OF MODULES 

 Lineage structure of IQ Queries 

 Query Cause and Obligation 

 Obligation Analysis for Lineages of IQ Queries 

 Obligation Analysis for Way Lineages 

 Obligation Analysis for Complex Lineages 

 Obligation Analysis for General Lineages 

LINEAGE STRUCTURE OF IQ QUERIES 

We define complex lineages as the join among corner 
lineages and graphical record lineages. We arrange the 
variables in all article of lineages in the same arrange, that is 
the variables from the like board are located in the same 
position of all articles. We adjust the resolution of pillar from 
board to determine adjust of variables in the same position of 
adjust of articles. So the variables of the lineages are separated 
into pillars. 

q1:- R1(A), R2(B,C),R4(F),B<F,B<A 
q2:- R1(A), R2(B,C), R3(D,E),R4(F), R6(G), 
G<F, B<F, D<G, B<A. 

 
Figure 2: The inequality tree of q1 

 
Figure 3: The inequality graph of q2 

 

QUERY CAUSE AND OBLIGATION: 

The conception of causality in databases as follows: 
A remark tuple t is called a counterfactual case for the 

answer tuple r if its remotion of the database also absents r 
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from the reply. The resolution of causality carries normally to 
binary operation inquiry q: a remark tuple t is a counterfactual 
case if its remotion of the database makes q get mistaken. If 
we execute obligation analysis for F, we can calculate 
obligation for any one of its tantamount translations and catch 
the same answer. 

OBLIGATION ANALYSIS FOR LINEAGES OF IQ QUERIES: 

Obligation Analysis forAutonomous Sub Queries: 
We represent with a bare query, but the same calculation 

method implements to any query with autonomous sub 
inquiries. 

Obligation Analysis for way Lineages: 
The difficulty of obligation analysis for way lineages 

includes two steps. One is translating way lineages into 
matrix, and the early is calculating obligation of variables by 
the dynamic scheduling algorithm. 

Obligation Analysis for Complex Lineages: 
In case of attached inequality graphical record, we 

beginning divide into adjust of inequality graphical record into 
adjust of inequality ways and a lower inequality graphical 
record. We recursively divide the lower inequality graphical 
record until it is divide into adjust of inequality ways. The 
split of a node from an inequality graph corresponds to the 
construction of adjust arrange of the graph lineage. The divide 
guests are sink guests, i.e., all guests that experience no out 
arriving edge, and root guests. 

q1:- R1(A),R2(B,C), B<A. 
The lineage of its answer tuple is 
Φ= x1(a1 + a2 + a3)+x2 (a2 +a3)+ x3a3(1) 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Lineage graph of Equation 1 

 
 

OBLIGATION ANALYSIS FOR GENERAL LINEAGES: 

A close together algorithm, which reduces to adjust cover 
difficulty,to execute obligation analysis for general lineage. 
We decrease the difficulty to the adjust cover difficulty and 

then introduce an avaricious algorithm to calculate 
approximate obligation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Obligation complicates the conception of causality by 
evaluating the level of causality as a procedure of the sizing of 
the lowest contingence adjust plus attends to grade potentially 
lots efforts by their comparative shares to the result. We 
calculate obligation for lineages of connective queries with 
inequalities. By creating apply of the construction ownerships 
between cofactors, we suggest a polynomial-time algorithm 
called PResp to calculate obligation for lineages of IQ queries. 
In arrange to calculate obligation for lineages in general, we 
innovate a close together algorithm. 
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